Introduction
If X is a Banach space and E is a subspace of X then E is called an M-ideal in X if X* can be decomposed an/1-sum X* E +/-1V for some closed subspace V of X*. This notion was introduced by Alfsen and Effros 1].
For any Banach space X we denote by .'(X) the algebra of all bounded operators on X and by ((X) the ideal of compact operators. The first non-trivial example of an M-ideal obtained (Dixmier [7] ) is that g (12) is an M-ideal in . (12) . Subsequently , there has been considerable work on studying spaces X for which g/(X) is an M-ideal in .'(X). It was shown in Lima [20] that ---(l,) is an M-ideal in .(lp)when 1 < p < oo and that similarly ((c 0) is an M-ideal in .'(c0). Cho and Johnson [6] (cf. [2] , [31] ) showed that if a subspace X of l, for 1 < p < oo has the compact approximation property then -(X) is an M-ideal in .'(X). Conversely, it is known that any separable space X for which ((X) is an M-ideal in .(X) satisfies the conditions that X* is separable and has the metric compact approximation property (Harmand-Lima [11] ). Further X must be an M-ideal in X** [21] and, if it has the approximation property, it has an unconditional finite-dimensional expansion of the identity [9] , [19] from which it can be deduced that X can be (1 / e)membedded in a space with a shrinking 1-unconditional basis [19] .
The aim of this paper is to give a classification of those separable Banach spaces X such that -/(X) is an M-ideal in .'(X). Having achieved this classification, then some outstanding questions can be resolved.
Our main result is Theorem 2.4 which lists six equivalences. The most important conclusion (condition (5) ) is that a separable Banach space X has the property that (X) is an M-ideal in .'(X) if and only if X satisfies a structural condition, which we call property (M), and there is a sequence of compact operators (K n) such that Kn I strongly, K* I strongly and lim_llI-2Knll 1 1This research supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation. Having established this theorem, some conclusions follow. For example, the Cho-Johnson theorem can be extended to show that if Y is a separable Banach space such that JU(Y) is an M-ideal in _'(Y) then for any subspace X with the metric compact approximation property (or just the compact approximation property in the reflexive case)we also have JU(X) is an M-ideal in _W(X).
Using ideas from the theory of types [18] we can then show that if X has property (M) then it contains a (1 + e)mcopy of some lp (cf. [27] ). Thus, answering a question in [30] we can deduce that the various Tsirelson spaces [5] [19] , [20] , [27] .
Throughout the paper we will consider only the real case, but the generalization to complex scalars presents no difficulty. We also specialize to separable Banach spaces; this allows us to use sequential arguments. However, most of our results can be extended in some form to the non-separable case.
We would like to thank Gilles Godefroy for many valuable conversations on the topic of this paper, and also Dirk Werner for many helpful comments.
M-ideals and property (M)
We shall say that a Banach space X has property (M) if The equivalence of (1) and (2) 6 (s) f (s*x*,x**> x**).
If X has a shrinking compact approximating sequence (K n) then for each S .a(X), we have lim(K*S*x*,x**) (S*x*,x**) and so the above formula can be used to extend b in a unique norm-preserving way to ..'(X)*, and (S)= lim dp(SK,). In this way we can regard JU(X)* as naturally identified as a subspace of _o(X)*.
If JC/(X) is an M-ideal in .(X) then it has a shrinking compact approximating sequence [11] (6) X has property (M*) and a shrinking compact approximating sequence
Proof (1) 
for k > n. Write b ff + g where X J(X)* and ff JU(X)+/-. Then
by the M-ideal property.
(2) (4). Since JU(X) is separable this follows immediately from (2) . (4) Remark. D. Werner has pointed out to us that the fact that if JU(X) is an M-ideal in _'(X) then X has a shrinking compact approximating sequence (K n) with limn_ollI-2Knll 1 can be traced to [11] (see Lemma 5.1 and succeeding remarks) by using results of [29] . We would like to stress that the condition lim,_oollI-2KII 1 in (5) and (6) is a very strong unconditionality assumption. As in [4] it can be used to show that there is a sequence of compact operators A n so that for every x X we have x Y'.Anx unconditionally. (In [4] this is done for the case when each g n is finite-rank, but the modifications are not difficult.) In this setting such results were shown by Li [19] . We refer also to the forthcoming article [8] Proof First we note that E is an M-ideal (in E**) since X is. It follows that if E has the metric compact approximation property it has a shrinking compact approximating sequence (g n) (see [10] [32] . However, we will give a self-contained proof. We denote by o-(X) the subalgebra of _z(X) spanned by JU(X) and the identity. Now suppose x* S* then * * x* Lnx weak* We show that in fact L*nx* -x* weakly. Let x*** be any weak*-cluster point of (K*x*) in X***. Then IIx*** IIx* II. We must show x*** x*. Fix any x** X** and consider the functional on o-(X) given by b(A) (A**x**, x*** ). Let b(A) (x*, A**x**). If S is compact then b(S) (S) and since $ V we conclude that , + II. Hence b and so evaluating at I we have x***(x**)= x**(x*). We conclude that x***= x* and hence L*nx* x* weakly. Thus X* is separable and there is a sequence (H n) of convex combinations of (L n) which is a shrinking compact approximating sequence.
We now verify condition (4) (1) (e n) is a 1-unconditional basis of A(Nk). (2) If (era,) is a subsequence of (e n) then (em,) is isometrically equivalent to the canonical basis of A(Nm). The proofs of (1) and (2) After the initial preparation of this paper, the author learned that a result closely related to the next proposition has been proved in [13] ; in fact the main result of [13] (1 + en)-l(llull + I1) / < lim Ilu + aXnkll (1 + 
We then obtain (X n) by passing to a suitable diagonal sequence (Xn, kn)=l
We recall that a separable Banach space X is stable [18] In [27] a Banach space X is said to have property (M,) where 1 < p < oo if Jg/(X p X) is an M-ideal in _'(X p X). (1) X has property (Mp) for some 1 < p < o.
(2) X is stable. (1) (2) is due to Oja-Werner [27] . For (3) (1)we suppose (u, v) in X p X and that (x,,, Yn) is weakly null sequence so that both (x n) and (y,) generate weakly null types. Then
By passing to suitable subsequences, the fact that X p X has property (M) follows trivially. If (g n) is a shrinking compact approximating sequence for X with limllI 2K 1 then K n 9 K serves the same purpose in X p X. Thus Jg/(X p X) is an M-ideal in _'(X p X).
(2) (3). Since 
Renormings and M-ideals
This section is devoted to results on renorming a space X so that J(X) in an M-ideal in .'(X) and the related question of renorming X so that it has property (M). PROPOSITION [22] , [23] that every Orlicz sequence space h e contains a copy of some lp. The proof above depends on the Krivine theorem whereas the original proof uses a fixed point argument. We also note that it is now easy to give examples of unstable reflexive spaces X for which J(X) is an M-ideal answering a question in [27] and [30] Remark. In particular if p 4:2 and 1 < p < oo then the spaces Lp cannot be renormed so that oTg'(Lp) is an M-ideal in .t(Lp). See [19] , [20] , and [27] for the isometric theorem and [12] In conclusion we note that we do not know any example of a separable Banach space X with property (M) such that X* is separble and has the approximation property where J(X) fails to be an M-ideal in .'(X). It would be of interest to have such an example with X reflexive.
